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Power Panto Mode 

                             Open QCTv5 software.  From the Home screen touch Pantograph. 

 
1. You will be prompted to set Safe Area.  There are 2 ways this can be accomplished. 

a. Width screen opens > enter in the width of your sewing area.  This will depend on what size quilt 
frame you are using and what size quilt you have loaded on the machine.  You can set an 
approximate size here and change later.   
Height screen opens > set the working height.  Suggestion is to set it at 15.  Although the 
machine is 18” once you start rolling the quilt, you lose sewing space. 

b. Once you have selected a pattern and created the sewing space you will have access to the 
Toolbox.  There you can reset the safe area.   

 
2. Touch Panto Mode                Select Power Panto. 

 
3. Options                   select Show Grid, Show Zone Marking Hints, Close Trims .02, Sew Thru Safe Area 

Clipping, Mark Next Zone Tool Enabled.  Touch OK to close screen. 
Note:  These are optional choices. 

 
4. Sizing > this is where you can set the actual size of the area you will be quilting.  There are a couple of 

methods for doing this. 
a. Measure the height and width of your quilt before attaching quilt to the frame.   

i. Touch the width box and enter the width of your quilt.                                                        
(Option: enter at least an extra inch to the acutal measurement) 

ii. Touch the height box and enter the height of your quilt.  (Option: add at least an extra 
inch to the actual measurement). 

b. Use the yellow ruler to measure the width of your quilt.  You will still need to know the height 
measurements to put that into the Total Height box.   

i. Touch the yellow ruler at the top of the screen. 
ii. Move machine to the left of your quilt > touch box on left.   

 
 
 

iii. Move machine to the right of your quilt > touch box on right. 
 

 
 

iv. Touch Apply Measurement.   
 

v. Touch the Total Height box and enter the height of your quilt.   
 

5. Touch Select Pattern.  Make sure you are in Continuous Line folder (located at top of screen).  Choose 
your pattern > touch Open. 

 

Quilters Creative Touch V5 
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6. The rows down and patterns across are automatically generated on your screen.   
 

7. Optional Settings > lower left corner. 
a. Show Safe Area > lets you see the red lines on screen 

showing where the safe area is.  
b. Sew Thru Clipped > this is set by default and should 

remain checked. 
c. Pattern Fitting > only one can be selected at a time,  

but this is optional, so neither has to be selected. 
Select the one on the left under Total Width to change the horizontal wrapping. 
Select the one on the right under Total Height to change the vertical wrapping. 

 
8. Adjusting Pattern > Sizing 

a. Pattern Height > you can change the size of the pattern here.  Touch the plus or minus beside 
the Pattern Height box to change the size.  The changes will take place on screen.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Spacing > Touch the plus or minus beside the Vertical or Horizontal box to change the spacing.   
i. Vertical spacing > if there is a part of a pattern that you don’t want to stitch at the top or 

bottom, vertical spacing can help get to eliminate that.  Touch the plus until the extra 
stitches disappear.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ii. Horizontal Spacing > You can spread the pattern apart with this type of spacing.   
Note:  Be careful not to spread the pattern too far apart that will cause a break between  
patterns.  You will have jump stitches if this happens.   
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9.  Flip > This offers a variety of pattern placements.   
Each selection offers a different type of flip.  If you touch the box on the left 
every row is flipped.  Touching the box on the right, flips every other row 
To cancel the flip, touch the Flip X.   
 

 
10. Save the design before stitching.  This way if you have a  problem you can reload the design with all the 

changes that were made.    
a. Touch Save Panto at bottom left of screen. 
b.  Note at the top of the screen, the file path your design is being saved to. 

C:Powered by Quilt Cad/Patterns/ Power Panto 

c. Touch File Name > name your pattern name > Enter > Save. 
d. To verify your file was saved > touch Read Panto at the bottom left of screen.  A window will 

pop up and you should see your saved pattern.   
 

 
11. Ready to Sew?  When you have your pattern ready, touch Sew in Zones.   

If you get a pop up window asking if you want to save this Zone Sewing Session, touch Yes and follow 
the prompts to save.   

 
12. There are some general setting tools available in this screen.   

a. Settings  
 

i. Sewing Speed – personal preference  
ii. Tie-off Stitch Count – how many times do you want the  

machine to stitch the tie offs? 
iii. Automatic Bobbin Pull – select this if you want to pull 

your bobbin at the beginning of stitching.  Note that if 
you select Auto Thread Cut the bobbin tail will not be  
long enough for the Automatic Bobbin Pull to work.   
When using Auto Bobbin Pull, deselect Auto Thread Cut. 

iv. Stitches per inch – personal preference.   
 

b. Toolbox > You can reset your safe area if needed.  There are other functions in the Toolbox that 
we will discuss in different documents.   
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13. Quilting Interface screen.  Once you touch Sew In Zones you will be taken into this screen.  
 
 

14. Zone Manager 
You will get a pop up window with a Warning.  Touch Yes. 

a. Zone Selection  
 
 
 

This shows the active Zone that will be stitched.  To move to 
different zones, touch the up or down blue arrows to select 
the zone you want to stitch.  The selected zone is outlined in green and the zone number is 
displayed in red. 

i. Show Zones                           located in upper left corner. 
This will show the different zones and the corresponding Zone Number.  Each 
section will be highlighted with gray lines and the Zone Number will be 
displayed.   

b. Zone Sizing 
 
 
 

i. Zone Scale%  width > should be 100.  This is 100% of the width of your quilt.   
ii. Zone Scale% height > this is determined by the throad size of your machine.  Juki 

machines are 18”.  90 represents a 15” throat space.  Change this to 95.  You 
can change this to a higher number but remember even though the machine is 
18” once you start rolling your quilt, you will loose sewing space. 

iii. Zone Size (max) > shows the actual inches of the width and height for a Zone.   
  
 
 
 

   
 

c. Zone Preferences 
i. 4 Point > use one or more corners to place your pattern. 

 
 

ii. Center > start point of pattern will be centered.   
 
 

iii. Zone Start Position > starts stitching from the left and all rows will begin 
stitching from the left. 

 
 

iv. Alternate Zone Start Position > first row will stitch from the left, second row will 
begin stitching from the right. 
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v. Uniform Sewing Direction > all rows will begin stitching from the left.   
 
 

vi. Back and Forth Sewing Direction > the first row will stitch and there will be a 
jump stitch down and over to the right edge of the second row.   

 
 
 

vii. Continuous Sewing Direction > the first row will stitch and there will be a 
stitching line straight down on the right to the starting point of the next row.   

 
 
 

d. Touch OK to return to the Quilting Interface screen. 
 

15. Place your Zone for sewing.  For this exercise we are using the Center. 
a. Move the machine to the top center of your quilt.  Touch the placement box. 

 
 
 
 

b. Touch Sew to begin sewing the pattern.   
 

16. When the zone has finished sewing, touch Finished Zone Proceed to Next Zone.  
 

17. Choose your preferred marking method to mark the starting position of the next zone.  For this exercise 
we will be using the single stitch marking method.  Place a piece of tape (painters or sewing tape) under 
the needle area, touch single stitch.   
 

18. The machine will take a single stitch, Done appears, touch Continue. 
 

19. A pop up window comes up asking you if you have placed all the markers.  Touch yes if all markers have 
been place.  Touch OK for machine to move to next position.   
 

20. Roll the quilt to the next starting position.  Try to align the needle with the single mark on the tape.  We 
can perfectly align it in the next step.  Touch OK. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

21. The next pop up windown asks you to move the machine to the exact location of the single stitch.  
Touch OK.  You can now touch Sew.  Continue placing zones to finish stitching the quilt.   


